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Why?

• To follow the project’s progress not only in terms of 

activities / outputs but also in terms of results

• To demonstrate the project’s / programme’s success and

usefulness

How is it carried out? 

• Mainly through the progress reports

• Through project’s website, publications and good practices

• Through the JS participation in project event(s)

Activity & result monitoring
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Reporting: basic principles

• Same template for phase 1 and phase 2: only certain 

sections are adapted according to the phase

• Two parts in the achievements reporting:

1. Insight into project’s implementation

2. Insight into project’s results

• From the first period, project can report on results
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Insight into project’s implementation

• Overview of day-to-day project implementation

• Consolidated information

• 2 sections: overview and work plan

Part 1: implementation
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Exchange of experience process (Phase 1) / Monitoring of action 

plan (Phase 2)

• Involvement of partners

• Policy learning process / difficulties 

• Stakeholders involvement in this process / all regions?

• Participation in PLP

1.1. Overview
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What are you particularly proud of in this reporting period?

1.2. Storytelling
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1.3. Work plan

Overview of output indicators (6 indicators only)
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Outputs: points of attention

N° of policy learning events organised

• Back-to-back events

• Include stakeholder group meetings

N° of people with increased capacity 

• Include active members of the stakeholder groups

• To be reported in the last semester of phase 1 only

N° of action plans developed

• To be reported in the last semester of phase 1 only
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Activities reporting per semester 

Progress made in comparison with initial plans described in the application form
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Consistency of the information provided. Each figure reported 

needs to be justified:

• either through the description of the activities in the report

• or through further information from the project website
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Possibility to explain changes from these plans

• Description of the change and the reason for the change

• Clarification on its consequence on project implementation

(e.g. on finance)

• Solution(s) proposed to face this change
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Insight into project’s results

• Organised per policy instrument

• Distinction between 

 ‘policy change’: direct result of exchange of 

experience 

 ‘territorial impact’: longer term results

Part 2: results
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Overview of result indicators
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Results: points of attention

• Indicators: automatically calculated based on the 

information provided under each policy instrument

• To be completed only if the policy change has already 

occurred (intention does not count)

• Financial impact: funds directly influenced by the change
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Information per policy instrument:

A. General features (including geographical scope)
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B. Policy change

• Was the instrument influenced by the project and how?

• Direct results from the exchange of experience
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C. Territorial impact

• What is the concrete impact of the change on the territory?

• Longer term results
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Last question on action plan implementation (phase 2)

Possibility to report any other achievements

C. Territorial impact
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Case study
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• The geographical coverage of the policy instrument refers

to the NUTS level covered by the policy instrument itself

ROP Andalusia – NUTS 2

Municipal Mobility Plan – NUTS 3

• A policy change can be reported only when the policy

instrument has been successfully influenced

implementation of new projects

change in the management of the policy instrument

change in the strategic focus

Points of attention
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Points of attention

• The policy change has to be very well described:

• What is the change (e.g. new call launched, new measure 

introduced in the OP, new monitoring system)

• Source of the lessons learnt (Interregional workshops, 

Study visits, Staff Exchange, etc.)

• Indicator ‘estimated amount of funding influenced’

Tangible, already defined and directly related to the change

• The territorial impact and the self-defined indicators can 

evolve during the project lifetime 
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Final recommendations
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• To ensure that the report is self-explanatory

• To ensure that the report is understandable 

- even when the theme tackled is quite specialised, non specialists

should be able to understand

- role of the LP to ‘digest’ and summarise information coming from

the whole partnership

• To ensure consistency between output indicators, activities and 

project website

• To ensure a clear link between activities and finance reporting

E.g. description of the external expertise to be in line with activities

Recommendations
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• To be as precise as possible

e.g. activities to be described in details (dates, location, content, 

participants)

• To provide ‘qualitative’ information

Monitoring of outputs important but not sufficient

Content-related information also crucial for capitalisation (Policy 

Learning Platforms)

Recommendations
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• Be proactive: do not wait for the progress report to

inform the JS on important issues 

• Be aware of the importance of the progress report, do

not wait for the last minute to prepare it

Aim of the programme: to build a nice and constructive

collaboration with each project

“Programme’s success relies on projects’ success”

Conclusion
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Thank you! 

Questions welcome


